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1. At its May 1975 meeting, the Sub-Group "Customs Matters" a eed that members
should submit to the secretariat in writing by 15 September 1975 lists of what they
considered to be excessive in other countries' information requirements, explaining
and identifying their specific difficulties. The Sub-Group would then hold
discussions at its next greeting on the basis of a secretariat paper which would give
a synopsis of the complaints and comments received. i (ICN/NT 4, paragraph 8 and
GArT/ArR/1188.) This request was reiterated at the October 1975 meeting of the
Sub-Groun (WN/NTM/7 peragraph 7 and GATT/ka/1227).

2. In addition to the seven countries whose con'onts were included in
rN/INTMA/W22, ie. ow

- Australia
- Canada

Czechoslovakia

- Finland on behalf of the Nordic Countries
- Japan
- Rorinia.
- United States

communications have been received since the last meeting from the following:

- European Comnmunities - Iran - New Zealand - Yugoslavia

Because of the difference of emphasis of these replies, it is difficult to present
an entirely satisfactory synopsis of the complaints and comments received.
Nevertheless the secretariat has tried to put together all the information received
along the following lines:

as General convents
B. Complaints against excessive im-ort documentation
C. Customs Cooperation Councilts list of particulars required by customs

authorities for formalities on the importation of goods
D. Other excessive requirements
E. Consular formalities and fees
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A. Gon coenet~s

3. The European Co«raur-ities have submitted a list of information requirements
of certain countries which are considered as excessive and burdensome for inter-
national trade, They stress that the list is not exhaustive and' leave intact all
their previous remarks on thi-s subject especially those in the Inventory of Non-
Tariff Measures. Additionally they reserve the right to submit further remarks
on other aspects which tahe-, consider to be linked with the documentation problem
(erg. excessive fines in certain cases, possibilities for appeal, creation of
positivee? end "neoative" lists).
4. Jaoan has said that for smooth developments of international trade, it is
desirable to simplify iriport documentation to the extent possible. In its view,
it is contrary to the clause of simplification of import documentation to demnd
the subizission of custom-is invoices separately.

5. New Zealand cor.a-jenting on the Aligned Invoice Layout Key has notified that the
New Zealand Customs Department has taken steps with regard to the recomendation on
an aligned invoice layout key that its use be encouraged in commercial transactions
and to complement or replace official administrative documents such as special
customs invoices, declarations of origin etc. The layout Key is acceptable for
the certifica-te of valve aund origin required for imports into New Zealand.
Compatible aligned ceruificates and invoices for exports to a number of coumbries
were introduced in 1972 by New Zealand Customs which has been responsible for the
standard aligned export doc..umentation system in that country. With a view to
publicising the ECE Invoice Layout Key and the design of model forms to suit the
domestic and international requirements of the New Zealand business community and
Customs secretariat of the National Trade Facilitation Organisation, SIDAIP-NZ has
brought the key to the attention of the New Zealand Distribution Council whose
policy is to encourage the development and widespread use of standard documentation.
As the mDst practical approach to solving the problem of unnecessary documentation
impedirients and rationalization generally, New Zealand has recorm-.ended that 'the
Sub-Group support by all means at its disposal the ECE Working Party on
Facilitation of International Trade Procedures in its study of alignment of import
documentation including the listing and classification of documents used in
international trade.

B. Complaints against excessive import documentation

(a) General

6. The Nordic countries have notified into the Inventory of Non-Tariff Measures
those specific cases, where intonation requirements are considered to be excessive.
7, As regards specific documents, the comLmercial invoice should, in their view,
be accepted for atry customs purposes, and no special customs invoice should be used
or deLmanded. In those cases, where special customs invoices would still be needed
after the end of the Iultilateral Trade Negotiations, they should be harmonized,
and as a first step be based on the ECE Layout Key.
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8. The commercial invoice should be accepted by the importing country. The
following information should not, however, be demanded: signature, specification
of the contents of each package, number of letter of credit, name of vessel, name
of shipping or air transport company, partial or total delivery, statistical
number of importing country, certificate of comess. Reference is made to the
Nordic proposal in this respect in document MTN/b 7 Appendix 2 Te Nordic
countries reserve the right to noti:[y additional points to the above list at a
later stage.

(b) Brazil
9. Canada has complained against Brazil that advance indication of shipping
weights is required prior to issuance of an import licence for products such as
phone equipment and auto parts. This requires exporters to pack completely goods
before applying for an import licence, with resulting costly inventory accumu-
lation and delays in filling orders.
10. The European Communities, with reference to Notification No. 184 of the
Inventory of Non-Tariff Measures, are concerned about Brazil's documentation
requirements. They are concerned also about the heavy fines laid on exporters in
the case of disagreement, even when unintentional, between the characteristics of
the imported goods and the relevant description on the import documents, which
are complex and sometimes difficult to complete.

(c) Canada
11. the EuropeanComwunities have notified Canada's special exporters' declaration
with a view to obtaining information on the subsidies that some countries grant for
exports to Canada, the Canadian authorities require a "special exporters' declara-
tion'" for all consignments valued at $10,000 or more even when coming from
countries not specially covered by the measure. This measure, to exporters from
the Communities, represents an additional charge of debatable usefulness.

12. The Communities would also welcome some further details on fines for
documentary errors, as the Canadian laws on this subject do not seem very clear.

(d) Italy
13. As regards the excessive import documentary requirements of some developed
countries, Romania recalls the notifications made in this respect within the frame-
work of the Inventory of Non-Tariff Barriers, in particular Notification No. 208 -
certificates of origin requested by Italy in case of doubt.

(e) Jaa
14. With regard to Japan's temporary importation of samples, the Comut.
have submitted. the following:

(a) Japan has ratified the ATA Convention and consequently allows duty-free
admission ror commercial samples under cover of an ATA cariaet. The
advantage of the system however is sharply limited because samples are
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only admitted free of import licence if their value is less than
Y 616,000. Values between X 616,000 and 9 1. million require a licence,
which must be issued by the Japanese customs at the time of importation.

Community exporters are complaining of the great time lost in obtaining
these licenses. Commercial samples vallsd at over Y 1 million require
a ME:TI licence issued before importation'.

(b) These restrictions as to the use of the ATA carnet represent a
significant charge on exporters of high-value products (e.g. jewels,
precious stones) and-run counter to the ATA. system, whose aim is to
permit duty-free admission of commercial samples upon the mere
presentation to customs of the carnet.

15. With regard to Japan's temporary admission of articles for exhibition or
demonstration, the Co.Uiuities hav6 submitted the following. Article 17 of the
Japanese customs law allows temporary admission, free of dut', for articles
imported for exhibition or demonstration. Significant delays and expense
however are caused by the complexity of the rules for this relief. Although it
is technically possible for a trader to bring such articles in his luggage and to
request application of Article 17 at the time of importation, in practice it is
impossible to meet the Japanese requirements without the services of a Japanese
customs agent, who will spend several days preparing the necessary documents.
Next, the formalities (which often include photographs of the imported articles)
will also take several days.

(f) United States

(A) United States Customs Invoice Form 5515

16. Australia: Examination of difficulties experienced by Australian exporters
and their agents in other countries in relation to information requirements in
customs documents which could be regarded as excessive has revealed that the
principal problem of this sort occurs with the United States Customs Form 5515.
While the United States customs authorities have published a set of instructions
for the preparation of the invoice, there are some requests for information for
which the reason is not evident and the requirements for which could be considered
excessive", These occur in Sections IV and V of the form and are as follows
(the number of the question referred to in the form appears in brackets):

Section IV - (2) Manufacturer's numbers or symbols
(3) Importer ' s number or symbols
(6) Current unit price: this information would have only two uses -

(i) for application of "foreign value" criterion (infrequently
used)
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(ii) for prima face evidence of dumping (see comments on
Section V, Item 9) (on the other hand, no instruction is
given on the amount to be showi; if the goods are neither
sold nor offered for sale for home consumption a fairly
frequent event, in Australian experience).

Section V - The use of questions in this Section in general would appear
unnecessary. In most cases the question asked demands "yes" for an
answer and a simpler form would, in our opinion, be a series of
statements saying what is to be shown.

Question 3 appears to be superfluous, having already been asked in
Item 1.

Item 9 appears to be unreasonable, in that the, invoice is used to
provide r fie evidence of dumping. Australian experience is
that little notice can be taken of the home consumption price shown
on the invoice as evidence of the "normal value" for dumping purposes,
particularly in applying the GATT Anti-Dumping Code. It does seem
unreasonable to require the invoicer to supply dumping information
for all transactions, when anti-dumping action is applied to very
few commodities.

17. Canada: Question 8 relates to cost for "assists" (e.g. dies, tooling, blue-
prints, financial assistance, etc...) not included in the invoice price. The
exporter must identify by whom and on what basis "assists" have been supplied. A
copy of a commercial invoice showing the value of assists must be attached to
Form 5515 if invoiced separately. If the exporter is not the manufacturer of the
goods,.it is often impossible for him to know whether their production involved
assists. Even if the exporter is the manufacturer, it is very difficult (i) to
determine what constitutes an assist and (ii) to place any meaningful value on
the same. United States authorities have not defined what constitutes an assist.
.Errors, resulting from confused situations often lead to fraud and penalty actions.

18. Question 9 relates to the Unitod States anti-dumping laws as they affect the
selling price of each and every item described on the invoice. An exporter must
make a declaration that any difference between the declared domestic and export
prices "would not result in sales at less than fair value within the meaning of
United States anti-dumping laws". In effect, this question amounts to an anti-
dumping survey on every product exported to the United States. This raises a
question of whether such a practice conforms with the letter and spirit of
Article 5 of the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the GATT and places
exporters in the position of having to decide a complicated question of United
States law, i.e. whether or not sales are occu'ingat "less than fair value".
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19. The . e oe oni.e. ,-o .ider that 4ho Unted States special customs
invoice form 5515 is complex and obscure but it recogizos that most of the
information requirements Ctst .om - nt tT,3 -t. nir^J"es and that tLa soope
for simplification depends largely upon the outcome of the negotiations on
valuation. The Cormnunity therefore reserves the right to submit detailed
observations on the valuation elements of this document at a later stage.
Nevertheless, the Cooaunity reiterates its previous objections to those questions,
in particular V.9, which =e con-'zary to the intentions of the Anti-Dumping Code.

20. .: Among custorms 'nvo-ices of v=ious covrtn-4,!-os, the special customs
invoice (Form 5515) of the United States, irmposes, in Japanls view, the heaviest
burden to importers and exporters ia terms of its complexities and its wide
ranging information required to be stated.

21. More specifically, iipoteroG^' expor-be:rs are required to state the domestic
Prices of the exporting cou.natrioo. The information thus Elcquired could be
utilized not only fo.- the p-ope!,* puirposc of customs valuation but also for the
purpose of anti-dunping irnvostigatior3.,

22. In this conn.w-ion, the follow;.ag 7.eqI eventss and provisions of the invoice
constitute, in Japanr s e;^, sezioas d.storti- elements. of trade:

(a) Requircement tha- bc,-kh ":-.Ktic a-nd export prices be stated.

(b) 11 ovis1o. thatt ia ..se tho clomc.t; price is higher than the export
price, it is reo~d-.3 l a.,el.ed is'an indication of possible sales
at lo-ss than fai-4 V-alLe'

4.,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(c) Rcaui.re:::enV tI r c:.2 the dLi~ference benvveen the domestic and
the eox~ice-'> ;O>...:- ,.;':. be ofo^:: . ^her o the following ways:
(W)in declu g tLiat df.erent;ial is "the result of conditions of
Sale which wot',' -' c c t "i::.a;" 'va2.Ue w-..:th- the
meaning of the Tfnitecl Sta&"-c 3 Anti-Dumping Lajqsi', or, (ii) in attaching
a note ofL n e onzcLC Gaion of the differences.

(d) Provision that ; bL; _c ton -ihc a-i?uiser may nonetheless require
,su2.mis.sion oF the'711.c c:rr:7.ol cled folt" under (c) (Z) above.

23. Romen7..a: As ega.l-3s ;'e e.;:3ar.-7,0iznport documentrrv requirements of some
developed countries, the no. :.n=a pac s3r :recELs the notifications made in this
respect within the framewoa'k of the TLven2tory of Non-Tariff Barriers, in particular
notification No. 4229 - Special. U;1ited States Invoice Form 5515.
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(B) _ ntxcesivoyc u-romonts

24. c has also submitted the following complaints with regard to
United States information requirements.

(a) ldditinareuements for some Iroducts. In addition to information
requested on the Special Customs Invoice Form 5515, the-xe are several products
for which additional information is required. Most of these additional
requirements are fcr tariff classification purposes. While it is recognized
that some of this information may be necessary for proper classification of
certain products, this should be .examined to determine their necessity.

(b) F.eiin and eC*Qrt-vlue. Goods imported into tha Unitec' States are valued
for duty purposes under either Section 402 or 402(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930.
The first basis of valuation under 402A is the higher of the foreign or export
value End covers only goods included on the "Final List"' Section 402 introduced
by the Customs Simplification Act of 1956 eliminated foreign value as a basis
for valuation for products not on the "Final List". To enable United States Customs
to establish a foreign value, the exporter is required to submit information
regarding sales of his product in his domestic market. However, United States
Customs insist that information on domestic sales be supplied for goods valued
under Sectionn402.

(c) ImiDoiter's number. As a large percentage of sales to the United States ere
on a duty-Ipaid delivery basis, a United States Customs- Broker acting with power
of attorney from the exporter is usually shown as importer of records However,
the ultimate consignee must also be identified on the customs documents by means
of his importerts number which is obtained through formal application'to the
United States Customs. This additional requirement may act as trade impediment;
many potential customers in the United States may not want to. become. involved in
the customs administrative procedures.

(d) .e in --,3iro4 6 :.ll exporters to the.
United States are required to estimate and report the value, f£o..b. border point
of export, of merchandise regardless of the terms of sales, Therefore, expjorters
cannot quote only c.iEf. or f.o.b. prices with freight to the national border for
inclusion on the invoice. This re.quirement relates solely to the gathering and
reporting of statistical information and is -not related to information necessary
for value for duty calculations.
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(C) Extra data

25. The European Communities have submitted the following:

(a) NotificationNo.230 in the Inventory contains the Community's complaints
about the extra information, which in some cases is very complicated,
currently required for the importation of a certain number of products
or categories of' products and which are of debatable interest and useful-
ness for the purposes of customs clearance.

(b) The Communities had quoted, by way of example, two out of the eighteen
questions in form 5521, which must be completed for all importations of
cotton and linen fabrics.

(c) Another example is form 5523, which must be completed for every importa-
tion of shoes and contains seventeen questions whose usefulness for
customs clearance is not always apparent (e.g. Oxford and other heights
for imported footwear).

(d) For obvious practical reasons, the Communities have had to restrict their
criticism to the more important requirements. In general terms, they
maintain that information required on import documentation should be
strictly limited to those elements (classification and valuation) which
are essential for customs clearance of the particular goods in question.

(D) Penalties for documentation errors

26. The Eu-roan Commun have stated that the complexity of United States
customs information requirements naturally gives rise to a significant risk of error
in the completion of import documentation. It appears that importers are then
penalized by.very heavy fines even where there. is no suspicion of fraud.. The
Communities consider that the United States should'not only simplify its import
information requirements but should also adopt a more reasonable approach to the
question of penalties.

C. Customs Co-operation Council's list of' particulars required by customs
authorities.for formalities on the importation of goods

27. For Czechoslovakia, the information and data required by the uniform import
declaration contained in the above list are considered by Czechoslovakia as
sufficient and adequate. Ot'.. ration requirements are considered as excessive
and undesirable.
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28. The United States considers the following requirements to be unnecessary for
customs administration and as such burdensome to the movement of trade.

(a) Particulars relating to persons who participate in the operation

1. Status of seller - Grower, supplier, manufacturer etc. - Importer may
have no source of knowledge for this requirement. (Australia)

2. (4) User of the goods - Importer may have no source of knowledge for
this requirement. Belgium, Luxeii:bourr- and United Kingdom -- for
temporary importations)

(b) Particulars relating to the transport of the goods

3. (12) Place of Introduction - if other than port of entry, this require--
ment would appear to be unnecessary. (Austria., Finland., Ireland, Korea,
United Kingdom)

4. (16) PIlace of destination - Importer may have no source of knowledge
for this requirement. (Australia, Austria, Brazil, Costa Rica, France,
Panama, Peru, Philippines, United Kingdom, Zambia)

5. (17) Transport for own account or for account of other persons - This
requirement is a nuisance. (Belgium, France. Luxembourg)!

6. Name of captain of carrier - Importer may have no source of knowledge for
this requirement. (Dominican Republic)

(c) Particulars relating to the goods

7. Legal weight -- Importer may be confused by the meaning of this require-
ment. (Chile, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico)

8. Uses of Commodity - Importer may have no source of knowledge for this
requirement. (Philippines)

*

9. (26) {inancial or commercial system applicable to the goods - exchange
control. This requirement is a nuisance. (BlzErin, Bangladesh, Brazil,
Burma, Chile, Colombia, Congo, Dahomey, Ecuador., Ethiopia, France.2 Gabon.,
Ghana, Greece, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Ivory Coast, Kenya,
Korea, Nicaragua, Peru, El Salvador, Senegal, Spain, Switzerland,
Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Uruguay, Zaire)

The numbers in parentheses re:>. r to the requirement as it is listed in
CCC document 18.909. Items without these numbers do not appeal in the CCC document.
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10. (27) Type of storage - This requirement is unnecessary for customs
clearance and as such is a nuisance and hindrance to trade. (Finland)

11. (28) Date of entry into warehouse - This requirement is unnecessary for
customs clearance and as such is a nuisance and hindrance to trade.
(Finland)'

12. information required for the operation of licensing systems applicable
to goods such as import permit number-import control. This requirement
is a, nuisance. %Algeria, Bangladesh, Brazil, Burma, Chile, Colombia,
Congo, Ecuador, Ghana, Greece, India, Indonesia., Iran, Kenya, Korea9
Mauritius, Nigeria9 Peru, Portugal, Senegal, Tanzania, Togo, Trinidad
and Tobago, Turkey, Zaire)

(d) Particulars relating to the value of the goods

13. (36) Rates by which the value is adjusted - Importer may not know the
specifics of the financial system needed for this requirement. (Cameroon,
France3 Israel)

14. (39) Value appraised by Customs - If different than customs value
(No. 29, CCC document 18.909, this requirement would appear to be
unnecessary. (Korea - entered by Customs)

15. Value and Origin Clauses which must be included on the invoice used for
customs purposes. These specifically worded clauses are unnecessary for
customs clearance and as such are a nuisance and hindrance to trade.
(Australia, Barbados, Canada, New Zealand, Nigeria, South Africa, Zambia)

(e) Particulars with a view to the settlement of import duties and taxes

16. (43) Deferred payment - bank control - This requirement is a nuisance.
(Algeria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Congo. Dahomey, Denmark, Ecuador,
France, Gabon, Ghana9 Greece9 India, Indonesia, Iran, Israel, Italy,
Ivory Coast, Luxeimbo=rg, Nicaragua, Nigeria, El Salvador2 Senegal, Swedenc.
Togo, Zaire)

17. (44) Deposits - This requirement is a nuisance. (Algeria, Argentina,
Austria, Belgium.) Canada, Chile, Colombia, France, Greece, Indonesia,
Iran, Ireland, Israel, Japan, KoreaLuxenbourg, New Zealand, Philippines.,
Portugal, El Salvador, Sweden, Switzerland2 Turkey, United Kingdom,
Uruguay)

*
The numbers in parentheses refer to th- requirement as it is listed in

CCC document 18.909. Items without these numbers do not appear in the CCC document.
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18. (45) Hyes of duties and taxes - Importer may be confused by the meaning
of this requirement. (France, Japan, Sweden)

19. (46) Clearance procedure - Importer may be confused by the meaning of
this requirement. (Spain2 Sweden)

(f) Particulars with a view to the granting of preferential treatment

20. (50) Statement of destination - Importer may have no source of knowledge
for this requirement, unless it is specifically related to the granting
of preferential treatment. (New Zealand9 Canada)

(g) Particulars of an exclusively statistical nature

No excessive requirements to list.

(h) Particulars relating to authentification of the declaration

21. (59) Application to be present during the examination - This require-
ment is not necessary for customs clearance and as such is a nuisance to
trade. (Sweden)

*
22. (62) Form of payment - This requirement is not necessary for customs

clearance and as such is a nuisance to trade. (Spain, Venezuela)

23. (63) Advice of sale of foreign exchange - This requirement is a nuisance.
(Iran)

29. Yugoslavia. 'he International Convention on simplification and harmonization
of customs procedures is under consideration by the Yugoslav authorities. In
Yugoslavia s opinion, the adoption of this instrument, and also of the proposals
which are beL.g elaborated by the Economic Commission for Europe, concerning the uni
unique commercial invoice, represent an appropriate way to settle the problem of
the simplification of customs documentation.

D. Other excessive require-ients

30. For the United States the following are not information requirements but are
related requirements that are unduly burdensome to trade.

*
The numbers in parentheses refer to the requirement as it is listed in

CCC document 18.909. Items without these numbers do not appear in the CCC document.
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(a) Special documentsreired for custorm.jur~poses

(1) Certificates of required for all foren.gn goods above some
minimum value - Ths requireFraent is unnecessary for customs clearance and as
such is a nuisance and hindrance to trade. (Cuba, Dahomey, Ecuador, Egypt,
Greece, Ivory Coast 1Kore,. - ,'l r.ri ?4auritiu.s Nigeria, Philippines, Senegal,
Spain, Togo, TunisiRe.a Turkey)

(2) Certificates of Iznsurance - This requirement is unnecessary for customs
clearance and. as such is a nuisance and hlin`rance to trade. (Bolivia,
Ecuador, Korea)

(3) Letter of Correction - In the case of docwientation error to be completed
and sent to iimporting country s customs authorities before shipment containing
inaccurate docmrienta'ticn arrives at -port of importation. This requirement is
unnecessary for customs clearance and. as such :;s a nuisance and hindrance to
trade. (Argenti na, Bolivia, ColGmbia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala,
Korea, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panamia, Peru, Philiprines, El Salvador,T9rkey)

(4) Corrected Invoice - TI case of error, to be completed and sen-t to
importing country's customs authorities before ship-ment containing inaccurate
information arrives at jpor-t of importation. This requirement is unlnecess-ay
for customs clearance, eand ase uch is a nuisance and hindrance to trade,
(Argentina. Bo:Livia, Cololomblia. Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Korer.a
Mexico, Nicaragua, Pctna, Po'U .h lippinets, El Salvador, Turkey)

(5) Documents reJl.aeC- to BEzclhen Contol- - These reauirements are un-
necessary for customs clea-rance.. and as such are, a naisance and hindrance t-o
trade.
(Chile

Colombi-.

Ecuador
Ethiopia
Ghana
Indonesia
Kenya
Peru
El Salvador
Tanzania
Zaire

Sun:pli ec Ccrti:f'icatc form for shipm.ents in Chilean foreign

- ':¢ot, re.gistro-','.on certiicate
~ e.C~a~C UU.Gr-lrzation

- Excharv-e payment li:ences
- SociaL2 Sec~ityr Clearance Certificate

Fiscal. Certificate
- Clean ReDcr o.' Findings
- orei.-rvn 'S:tne authorizaticn
-,C't a L oaru exchan ze authoriZat;ion

- Clean Reaoy-t on Fini n-es
- Lttesta ion of Verification Certificate (required for shinmene..'

xjinln -;'3,'ith Zairc foraeir~n exchangee)
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(b) Other related rumuirerments

(1) Excessive numbe re uired of documents used for customs-i
purposes This requirement is unnecessary and as such is a nuisance and
hindrance to trade. (Bolivia, 6 copies; Brazil, 5 copies; Dominican
Republic, 5 copies; Ecuador, 6 copies; Guatemala, 5 copies; Haiti
6 copies; Honduras, 5-9 copies; E31 Salvador, 7 copies)

(2) Licence Tolerances - In no case may the quantity or value
exceed that stated on invoice - Shipments should be allowed. import tolerances
of at least 2-3 per cent. (Colombia, India)

(E) Consular formalities and feos

31. The European Communities, referring to notification No. 180) in the
Inventory of Non-Tariff Measures, have stressed the loss of time and money
resulting from Argentina's requirements for the legalization of commercial invoices
whioh are too complicated and detrimental for the exporter and the importer, alike,
and are thus a barrier to trade.

32. The Nordic countries have stated that as far as consular formalities are
concerned, they create considerable costs and difficulties for exporters to those
countries which still apply such measures. Therefore, the Nordic countries stress
the desirability of their abolishment, supporting as a. suitable way of solving
this problem the interpretative note to Article VIII of the GATT, proposed by
the United States, as described in Appendix 3 of document MI/NTOV' W/7.

33. For the Unted States the following consular requirements including certifi-
cation by Chamber of Commerce in exporting country are not information require-
ments but are related requirements that are unduly burdensome to trade:

(1) Consular invoices required for goods above scme minimum value - This
unnecessary requirement results in the loss of time an.d money to bcth the
exporter and importer. As such it is a great hindrance to trade - (Colombia,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Panama, Peru,
Philippines, Turkey, Uruguay)

(2) Consular legalization of invoices used for customs purposes This
unnecessary requirement results in the loss of time and money to both the
exporter and the importer. As such it is a great hindrance to trade -
(Lrgentina, Bolivia, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Greece,
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Iran, Iraq, Korea, Mexico, Nicaragua (even
though regulations state that legalization is not necessary), Panama, Peru,
Philippines, Tunisia, Turkey, Uruguay)
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(3) Consular fees - This unnecessary roquirer.mcnt is costly (in particular cases,
extremely costly) to both the exporter ~nXd thhe illporter. .s such it is a groat
hindrance to trade - (Lrgentina, 1.5 per cent of invoice value Bolivia, ~'l0 per
invoices set; Colomnbia, 1 per cent of c.i.f. value; Dozinican Riepublic 3 per
cent of invoice value; Ecuador, .5-'20, or !2 per 1,000 value; gyrpt), 'j1l6;
Iran, ,i2-<!110 Iraq, q',0.28-41l.40; Haiti, 2 per cent of f.o.b. value; Honduras,
8 per cent of f.a..s. value; Korea, $"l-15; Mexico, $5440 Nicarauma, 7 per cent
f.o.b. value; PmnEuLaa, $5; Peru, S per cent of c.i.f. value; Philippines,
'5430; Tisia, $245; Turkey, $4;4 Uruguay, .001 por cent of f.o.b. value plus
12 per cent f.o.b. invoice charge)

(4) Chanber of Cmere certification of invoices used for customs oses -
This unnecessary requirement results in the loss of time for both the exporter and
the importer. ALs such it is a hindrance to trade - (Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador,
Ethiopia, Greuce, Iran, Iraq, Peru, Tunisia, Turkey)


